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Coupled-cluster calculations of the lowest 0–0
bands of the electronic excitation spectrum of
naphthalene†
Heike Fliegl*a and Dage Sundholm*b
Approximate singles and doubles coupled-cluster (CC2) calculations have been carried out for the 0–0
bands of the 1Ag - 1B3u and 1Ag - 1B2u transitions of naphthalene. The vertical excitation energies
calculated for the 16 lowest excited singlet states have also been calculated using a sequence of large
basis sets. The CC2 excitation energies extrapolated to the basis-set limit are in rather good agreement
with values recently calculated at the multiconfiguration second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2) and
at the singles, doubles and approximate triples (CC3) levels. Best values for the vertical excitation ener-
gies and the 0–0 transition energies have been obtained by adding higher-order correlation contribu-
tions to the basis-set extrapolated CC2 energies. For some of the states, the best estimated vertical
excitation energies in this work deviate up to 0.3 eV from the previously best estimated energies,
because larger basis sets have been employed in this study. The calculations of the 0–0 transitions show
the importance of considering vibrational effects when aiming at reliable comparisons of calculated and
measured excitation energies for assessing the accuracy of employed computational methods. Calcula-
tions at the density functional theory (DFT) level using Becke’s three-parameter functional (B3LYP) yield
less accurate excitation energies. At the B3LYP level, the two lowest states appear in reverse order with
a deviation of 0.50 eV from experiment for the 0–0 transition energy of the 1B3u state.
1 Introduction
Comparisons of calculated electronic excitation energies with
vertical excitation energies deduced from measured ultraviolet-
visible (UV-Vis) spectra are difficult, because the exact positions
of the vertical transitions are obscured in the vibrationally
broadened absorption bands of recorded UV-Vis spectra. The
main obstacles from the computational point of view are that
the calculated excitation energies strongly depend on the
employed computational level including the basis-set size. A
more reliable approach for assessing the accuracy of the
employed computational method is to compare vibrationally
corrected transition energies with excitation energies from
high-resolution vibrationally resolved spectra. However, calcula-
tions of vibrationally resolved excitation energies such as the 0–0
transition energies are though more involved than the calcula-
tion of vertical excitation energies, because the calculation of
vibrational contributions to excitation energies requires compu-
tation of the vibrational frequencies for the upper and the lower
states, which presupposes optimization of the molecular struc-
tures for both the ground and the excited state.1,2
The aim of this study is to assess the accuracy of the
approximative second-order coupled-cluster (CC2) calculations
by studying the 0–0 transition energy of the electronic excita-
tion spectrum of naphthalene at the linear response CC2 level
using basis sets that yield values in the complete basis-set limit.
Best estimated values for the vertical excitation energies are
reported. The excitation energies are also calculated at the
linear-response time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)
level using Becke’s three-parameter functional (B3LYP). Compar-
isons of the calculated and measured transition energies for the
0–0 band yield error bars for the CC2 and TDDFT excitation
energies. The vertical excitation energies calculated at the CC2
and TDDFT levels can then be used to estimate the accuracy of
other computational levels that are used for calculating the
electronic excitation energies. The CC2 vertical excitation ener-
gies for the lowest states are also compared to values obtained in
recent multiconfiguration second-order perturbation theory
(CASPT2) calculations.
The article is outlined as follows: after the description of
our computational methodology in Section 2, a basis-set study
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is presented in Section 3. The basis-set extrapolated vertical
excitation energies are compared to previously calculated and
measured values in Section 4. In Section 5, the 0–0 transition
energies for the two lowest excited states of naphthalene
calculated at the CC2 and B3LYP levels are compared to
experimental data. The main results of the study are summar-
ized in Section 6.
2 Computational details
The molecular structure of the ground state of naphthalene
used in the basis set study was taken from ref. 3, where they
optimized the naphthalene structure at the B3LYP level using
double-z polarization (DZP) basis sets.4,5 The molecular struc-
ture belongs to the D2h point group. The molecule is oriented in
the xy plane with the x axis along the long axis of the molecule.
The molecular structure was also optimized at the B3LYP and
second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)6 levels
using the Karlsruhe triple-z basis sets augmented with double
sets of polarization functions (TZVPP). The molecular structure
of naphthalene is shown in Fig. 1.
The vertical excitation energies were calculated at the linear
response CC2 level7–12 using Turbomole13 and the Karlsruhe
aug-TZVPP, daug-TZVPP, aug-QZVPP, TZVPD, and QZVPD basis
set.14–17 The CC2 calculations were performed with the RI-CC2
module using the frozen core and the resolution of the identity
(RI) approximations.10,12,18 The aug-TZVPP and aug-QZVPP
basis sets were constructed by adding the diffuse functions of
the Dunning aug-cc-pVTZ19,20 basis set to the TZVPP and
QZVPP ones. The daug-TZVPP basis sets were analogously
constructed by adding the diffuse functions of the doubly
augmented daug-cc-pVTZ basis to the Karlsruhe TZVPP basis
sets.19,20 The extrapolated CC2 excitation energies were obtained
by adding the difference between the energies obtained with
the aug-TZVPP and daug-TZVPP basis sets to the ones obtained
using aug-QZVPP basis sets.
Single point calculations of vertical excitation energies using
the long range corrected CAM-B3LYP functional21 were performed
with Gaussian 09, Revision D.0122 and the def2-TZVP basis set,
while the single point calculations with the BH-LYP functional23
were done with Turbomole.13 The Cartesian coordinates of the
optimized structures are given as ESI.†
The excitation energies for the 0–0 transitions were calculated
at the linear response CC29–12 and time-dependent density
functional theory (TDDFT)24–26 levels using split-valence polar-
ization and triple-z polarization basis sets.27,28 The B3LYP func-
tional was employed in the TDDFT calculations of the 0–0
transition energies.
In the CC2 and DFT calculations of the vibrational energy
contributions to the excited energies, the ground state structure
was optimized at the CC2 and B3LYP levels, respectively, whereas
the excited state structures were optimized at the CC2 and
TDDFT/B3LYP levels. The vibrational frequencies were calcu-
lated numerically using the NumForce script of the Turbomole
code. At the B3LYP level, the frequencies were calculated analy-
tically using the AOFORCE module of Turbomole.29,30
3 Basis-set studies
The vertical excitation energies were calculated at the CC2 level
using a variety of rather large basis sets ranging from TZVPP to
aug-QZVPP. The obtained excitation energies are given in
Table 1. The basis-set study shows that the CC2 calculations
using the TZVPP basis sets yield excitation energies of the
valence states that deviate less than 0.35 eV from the basis-
set limit, whereas diffuse functions are very crucial for the
Rydberg states to obtain accurate excitation energies. For the
Rydberg states, the contribution from diffuse basis functions
varies between 1 eV to 2 eV. However, for most of the Rydberg
states only one set of diffuse functions is enough for obtaining
converged excitation energies with a contribution of less than
0.05 eV from the second set of diffuse functions. The exceptions
are the 3Ag, 2B1u, and 2Au Rydberg states as well as the 2B1g
state, which is characterized as a valence state. For them, the
second set of diffuse functions lowers the excitation energies by
0.07–0.21 eV.
For the valence states, the excitation energies obtained using
the TZVPD basis set lie roughly halfway between the TZVPP and
Fig. 1 Comparison of the molecular structure of the ground and excited
states of naphthalene (D2h) calculated at (left) B3LYP/def2-TZVP and (right)
CC2/def2-TZVPP levels of theory. The Cartesian coordinates of the optimized
structures are given as ESI.†
Table 1 Vertical excitation energies (in eV) calculated at the CC2 level
for the lowest singlet states using different basis sets. The valence and








1B3u (V) 4.37 4.36 4.35 4.35 4.35 4.34
1B2u (V) 4.79 4.76 4.75 4.74 4.75 4.74
1B1g (V) 6.03 5.94 5.81 5.77 5.90 5.82
2Ag (V) 6.10 6.06 6.01 6.01 6.03 6.01
2B3u (V) 6.10 6.04 5.99 5.98 6.02 5.99
2B2u (V) 6.37 6.34 6.30 6.30 6.31 6.30
2B1g (V) 6.63 6.57 6.42 6.23 6.52 6.41
3Ag (V) 7.17 7.12 7.06 6.85 7.10 7.05
1B2g (R) 7.07 6.31 5.94 5.91 6.23 5.97
1B3g (R) 7.19 6.39 5.97 5.93 6.29 6.00
1Au (R) 7.26 5.88 5.56 5.53 5.80 5.59
2B2g (R) 7.65 7.06 6.63 6.60 6.96 6.66
2B3g (R) 7.67 7.09 6.69 6.65 7.00 6.72
1B1u (R) 7.97 6.59 6.26 6.23 6.50 6.29
2B1u (R) 8.17 7.08 6.51 6.44 6.90 6.54
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aug-TZVPP values. However, the energy contributions from the
first set of diffuse functions of 0.02–0.22 eV are also small. For
the Rydberg states, the diffuse functions of the TZVPD basis set
significantly improve the excitation energies. The discrepancy
in the daug-TZVPP excitation energies of 0.3–0.6 eV are though
much larger for the Rydberg states, because the TZVPD basis
sets have much fewer diffuse basis functions than the aug-
TZVPP basis set.
The uncertainty introduced by using molecular ground-state
structures optimized at other levels of theory is less than
0.10 eV, whereas optimization of the molecular structure of
the excited states leads to significant changes in the excitation
energies. The CC2/TZVPP excitation energies for the 1B3u and
1B2u states using the molecular structure optimized at the
B3LYP/TZVP level are 4.46 eV and 4.86 eV, respectively. For the
MP2/TZVP structure, they are 4.43 eV and 4.81 eV, respectively.
The transition from the 1Ag ground state to the excited 1B3u
and 1B2u states are dipole allowed with a very small oscillator
strength of 0.00001 for the 1B3u state. The oscillator strength of
0.081 for the 1B2u state calculated at the CC2/TZVPP level is
much larger. The transition to the 1B3u state is along the long
axis and can based on simple particle in the box arguments be
expected to be the lowest excited state. However, calculations of
the two lowest states at the TDDFT level using the B3LYP
functional yielded surprisingly the two lowest excited states in
the reverse order with 1B2u as the lowest excited state as also
found in a recent TDDFT study.31 The excitation energies of the
1B2u and 1B3u states calculated at the B3LYP/TZVPD level are
4.28 eV and 4.38 eV, respectively.
Calculations of the vertical excitation energies at the
CAM-B3LYP/TZVP level yield excitation energies of 4.62 eV and
4.66 eV for the 1B2u and 1B3u states. Thus, the CAM-B3LYP
energies are 0.25 eV and 0.20 eV larger than the energies
calculated at the B3LYP/TZVP level obtained at the same geo-
metry. Calculations at the BH-LYP/TZVP level yielded excitation
energies of 4.66 eV and 4.73 eV for the 1B2u and 1B3u states,
which are in close agreement with the CAM-B3LYP excitation
energies. The CAM-B3LYP and BH-LYP excitation energies for
the 1B2u state are 0.17 eV and 0.13 eV smaller than the excitation
energy calculated at the CC2 level, whereas for 1B3u the excita-
tion energies calculated at the CAM-B3LYP and BH-LYP levels are
0.32 eV and 0.39 eV larger than the CC2 excitation energies.
The 1B2u and 1B3u states appear in reverse order also at the
CAM-B3LYP and BH-LYP levels.
Optimization of the molecular structure of the ground and
two lowest excited states at the B3LYP and CC2 levels yielded
very similar structures with the largest deviation in the C–C
distances of 1.14 pm. The excitation to the 1B2u state changes
the bond-length alternation of the C1–C2 and C2–C3 bonds. In
the ground state, the C1–C2 and C2–C2 distances are 137.9 pm
and 141.3 pm, respectively as compared to 143.2 pm and
137.5 pm for the 1B2u state. In the molecular structure of the
1B3u state, the bond-length alternation around the molecule is
significantly smaller than for the two other states and the
C5–C6 bond is 6.1 pm longer than for the ground state. The
bond distances are shown in Fig. 1.
4 Comparison to literature values
The CC2 excitation energies extrapolated to the basis-set limit
are in rather good agreement with values calculated at the
coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD), coupled-cluster
singles, doubles and approximate triples (CC3)32 levels as well
as with excitation energies recently obtained in complete active
space second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2) calcula-
tions.33 Comparisons of the CC2 and CCSD excitation energies
calculated using TZVP basis sets show that CC2 calculations
yield more accurate excitation energies than obtained at the
CCSD level. Best estimates for the vertical excitation energies
are obtained by adding the difference between the CC2 and CC3
excitation energies reported by Schreiber et al.32 to the extra-
polated basis-set limit of the CC2 calculations of this work. The
small difference between the excitation energies calculated at
the CC2 and CC3 levels shows that a multireference treatment
is not necessary for obtaining accurate excitation energies of
the lowest excited states of naphthalene. However, the multi-
configuration character of the wavefunction is important when
optimizing the molecular structure of higher excited states as
well as when calculating excitation energies of larger acenes as
shown in a comprehensive study by Hachmann et al. who
employed density matrix renormalization group calculations.34
For most states, the best estimated values of this work agree
well with the best estimated values reported by Schreiber et al.32
However, for the 1B1g, 2B1g, and 3Ag states, the discrepancies
are 0.36 eV, 0.29 eV, and 0.31 eV, respectively, because diffuse
basis functions significantly lower the excitation energies even
though they are valence states. The best estimated excitation
energies of this work are in most cases lower than the previous
estimated values, because larger basis sets were employed in
this work. The basis-set extrapolated CC2 excitation energies
and the best estimated excitation energies are compared to
previously calculated values in Table 2.
The CASPT2 values deviate by 0.17–0.16 eV from the
extrapolated CC2 values, whereas the agreement between the
CASPT2 energies and the best estimated values of 0.18–0.32 eV
is worse, because too small basis sets were employed in the
CASPT2 study. Comparisons of the CASPT2 excitation energies
with the best estimated values show that the largest deviations
of 0.30 eV, 0.28 eV and 0.32 eV appear for the 1B1g, 2Ag and 3Ag
states, respectively. The comparison of the CC2 and CASPT2
excitation energies suggests that the studied states can be
accurately described by single excitations from the Hartree–
Fock reference when the molecular structure of the ground
state is used.
Knippenberg et al.35 have studied excitation energies of
naphthalene at the CCSD and the algebraic diagrammatic
construction (ADC) levels using split-valence polarization
(SVP) basis sets, which leads to CCSD excitation energies that
are 0.17–0.75 eV above the here estimated CCSD limit. Adding
the basis-set corrections to the ADC(2)-x excitation energies
shows that the ADC(2)-x model underestimates the excitation
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The excitation energies obtained in the older CASPT2 study
are 0.06–0.68 eV smaller that the CASPT2 values of the more
recent study.33,36 The main reason for the deviation between
the two sets of CASPT2 excitation energies is the use of different
zeroth-order Hamiltonians (H0) in the CASPT2 calculations.
The good agreement between the CC2 and the newer CASPT2
excitation energies indicates that the newer H0 yields more
accurate excitation energies than the old one.37
The CC2 calculations yield eight Rydberg states between
5.56 eV and 6.68 eV, because diffuse functions were included in
the basis set. States with Rydberg character can be identified
from the change in the energy when adding diffuse basis
functions to the basis set or from expectation values of the x̂,
ŷ, and ẑ operators that indicate the extent of the molecule. The
excitation energy of the Rydberg states are significantly lower
when diffuse basis functions are included in the basis set. The
classification into valence and Rydberg states in Table 1 agrees
with the experimental characterization of the excited states,
which is collected in the computational study of Rubio et al.36
Among the experimental studies, we mention the study of
George and Morris, who reported 0–0 transitions energies for
naphthalene measured in the gas phase.38 Dick and Hohlneicher
measured the electronic excitation spectra of naphthalene in
ethanol solution with high resolution.39 Accurate transition
energies for the lowest dipole forbidden states were deduced
from two-photon spectroscopy measurements by Mikami and
Ito.40 Rumi et al. have recently published a review of two-
photon spectroscopy studies on organic molecules.41 The
electronic excitation spectrum of naphthalene has been
obtained in a few other experimental studies using different
experimental techniques.42–47 For a more comprehensive list
of older references to experimental spectroscopy studies on
naphthalene, see e.g. Rubio et al.36
In the basis-set limit, the lowest Rydberg state has an energy
of 5.56 eV at the CC2 level, which is in good agreement with the
experimental value of 5.60 eV48 and with the value of 5.54 eV
obtained in the CASPT2 calculation using the older H0.
36
Huebner et al. were not completely confident that their experi-
mental assignment of the 1Au state at 5.60 eV was correct.
However, the present calculations as well as the CASPT2
calculations of Rubio et al.36 support the experimental assign-
ment even though the vibrational contributions have not been
taken into account in the calculations. Thus, the 1Au Rydberg
state is the third excited state of naphthalene.
Table 2 Comparison of basis-set extrapolated vertical CC2 excitation energies (in eV) for naphthalene with previously calculated values. The best
estimated values are obtained by adding the triples contribution to the CC2 basis-set limit
State
CC2 Best estimate CC2 CCSD CC3 CASPT2
Extrap. PW (ref. 32) Ref. 32 Ref. 32 Ref. 32 Ref. 32 Ref. 33 Ref. 36
1B3u 4.34 4.16 (4.24) 4.45 4.41 4.27 4.24 4.26 4.03
1B2u 4.73 4.80 (4.77) 4.96 5.21 5.03 4.77 4.62 4.56
1B1g 5.78 5.64 (6.00) 6.21 6.53 6.07 6.00 5.94 5.53
2Ag 6.01 5.77 (5.90) 6.22 6.23 5.98 5.90 6.05 5.39
2B3u 5.98 6.06 (6.07) 6.25 6.55 6.33 6.07 6.05 5.54
2B2u 6.30 6.30 (6.33) 6.57 6.77 6.57 6.33 6.13 5.93
2B1g 6.22 6.19 (6.48) 6.82 6.97 6.79 6.48 6.34 5.87









Table 3 The best estimated values for the vertical excitation energies of the lowest valence states obtained in this work are compared to experimental
values obtained in high-resolution spectroscopy measurements. The excitation energy of the lowest Rydberg state (Au) is also compared to the
experimental value
State Best Exp. Exp. Ref. Comment
1B3u 4.16 3.97 4.0 38 and 39 0–0
1B2u 4.80 4.45 4.7 38 and 48 0–0, energy loss in vapor
1B1g 5.64 5.28 5.22 39 and 40 0–0
2Ag 5.77 5.50 5.52 39 and 40 0–0
2B3u 6.06 5.89
a,b 38, 42 and 48 0–0, energy loss in vapor, gas phase
2B2u 6.30 6.14 6.0 38 and 48 0–0, energy loss in vapor
2B1g 6.19 6.01 6.05
c 39 and 40 0–0
3Ag 6.40 6.01 6.05 39 and 40 0–0
1Au 5.56 5.60 48 Energy loss in vapor
a 5.63 eV is obtained using optical spectroscopy in solution and gas phase. Ref. 43. b 5.55 eV is obtained from solid state measurements.
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The best estimated values for the excitation energies of the
valence states deviate by 0.16–0.39 eV from the corresponding
experimental values for the 0–0 transitions, whereas a much
better agreement was obtained for the first Rydberg state (1Au).
The discrepancies between calculated and measured excitation
energies can be assigned to vibrational effects. The best esti-
mated vertical excitation energies are compared to experi-
mental values in Table 3.
5 Calculation of 0–0 transition
energies
The molecular structure of the 1B3u and 1B2u states, which are
the two lowest excited states of naphthalene, were optimized at
the CC2/TZVPD level, using Dunnings aug-cc-pVTZ basis set as
auxiliary basis. The calculated vibrational frequencies show
that the obtained structures of the two excited states are
minima on the potential energy surface. The lowest vertical
excitation energies calculated at the CC2/TZVPD level for the
optimized molecular structures of the 1B3u and 1B2u states are
4.13 eV and 4.18 eV, respectively. Thus, the relaxation of the
molecular structure of the excited states red shifts the excita-
tion energies by 0.23 eV and 0.18 eV, respectively.
Optimization of the molecular structures of the 1B3u and
1B2u states at the B3LYP/TZVPD level did not change the order
of the two lowest states. For the optimized structures of the
corresponding excited states, the lowest vertical B3LYP excita-
tion energies are 3.78 eV and 4.16 eV, respectively, which
correspond to red shifts of 0.50 eV and 0.12 eV as compared
to the excitation energies calculated using the ground state
structure.
The 0–0 transition energies from the ground state of the two
excited states were obtained by adding the difference between
the zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVE) of the ground and
excited states to the corresponding adiabatic excitation energy.
The zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVE) are given in the ESI.†
The calculated 0–0 transition energies of the two lowest excited
states are compared to experimental data in Table 4.
The vibrationally corrected transition energy for the 1B3u
state calculated at the CC2/SVP and CC2/TZVPP levels are
4.14 eV and 4.13 eV, respectively. Assuming that the basis-set
correction is the same as for the vertical excitation using the
ground-state structure yields a transition energy of 4.10 eV in
the basis-set limit. By analogously considering the difference
between the vertical CC2 and CC3 excitation energies calcu-
lated by Schreiber et al.,32 the extrapolated CC3 energy for the
0–0 transition to the 1B3u state is 3.92 eV, which can be
compared to the experimental value of 3.97 eV.38 The same
procedure for the 1B2u state yields a CC2 basis-set limit of
4.36 eV and a CC3 extrapolated value of 4.43 eV for the
0–0 transition to the 1B2u state.
The main reason for the deviation between the estimated
CC3 energies and the experimental values is most likely the
employed molecular structure, as the use of the more accurate
MP2/TZVP structures leads to CC2 excitation energies for the
1B3u and 1B2u states that are 0.06 eV and 0.02 eV larger than
obtained using the B3LYP/DZP structure, respectively, which is
practically the same as the difference between the experimental
and the CC3 extrapolated values.
Calculations at the B3LYP level yield 0–0 transition energies
in the reverse order for the 1B3u and 1B2u states. The excitation
energy of the 1B3u state of 4.20 eV is 0.23 eV larger than the
experimental value of 3.97 eV, whereas for 1B2u, the B3LYP
excitation energy of 3.95 eV is 0.5 eV smaller than the experi-
mental value of 4.45 eV.
6 Summary and conclusions
The vertical excitation energies of the lowest valence and
Rydberg states of naphthalene have been calculated at the
CC2 level using large basis sets. Vertical excitation energies at
the CC2 level have been estimated in the limit of complete basis
sets by extrapolation. The present best estimated values for the
vertical excitation energies of the lowest valence states have
been obtained by adding electron correlation corrections to the
basis-set limit values. The electron correlation corrections have
been estimated as the difference in the excitation energies
calculated at the CC2 and CC3 levels by Schreiber et al.32
The 0–0 transition energies from the ground state to the two
lowest excited states were obtained by adding the difference in
the zero-point energy corrections of the two involved states to
the corresponding adiabatic excitation energy calculated at the
CC2 level. The comparison of the estimated 0–0 transition
energies including basis-set extrapolation contributions and
higher-order correlation effects shows that the largest deviation
between calculated and measured values is most likely due to
the employed molecular structure in the calculation of the
vertical excitation energies. The use of larger basis sets and a
more accurate computational level in the optimization of the
molecular structure of the ground state yields structural correc-
tions of the CC2 excitation energies that are of the same size
and sign as the deviation between the calculated and measured
0–0 transition energies. The extrapolated CC3 excitation ener-
gies of the ground-state 0–0 transitions to the 1B3u and 1B2u
states are in excellent agreement with experiment.
Calculations at the B3LYP level yield the two lowest excited
state in the reverse order with errors of 0.5 eV in the excitation
energy of the 1B3u state.
Table 4 The energies of the two lowest 0–0 transitions calculated at the
CC2 and B3LYP levels are compared to experimental values. Extrapolated
CC3 values are also reported
State
CC2 B3LYP
CC3a Exp. Ref.SVP TZVPD TZVPP Limit TZVP
1B3u 4.14 4.13 4.13 4.10 4.20 3.92 3.97 38
1B2u 4.58 4.38 4.42 4.36 3.95 4.43 4.45 38
a The estimated CC3 energies are obtained by adding the difference
between the CC2 and CC3 energies of 0.18 eV and 0.07 eV32 for the
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The present study shows that CC2 calculations using large
basis sets might be a good starting point for obtaining accurate
excitation energies when neither the ground state nor the
excited state requires multiconfigurational treatment, as the
deviations between the vibrationally corrected, structurally
corrected, and basis-set extrapolated CC2 energies and the
experimental values are 0.19 eV and 0.07 eV for the 1B3u and
1B2u, respectively. By considering higher-order correlation
effects, an excellent agreement with experiment is obtained.
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